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January 2017 Newsletter and Committee Information 

 
Dear all, 
   In the months where the committee meet (January, April, July and October) 
the FMFC newsletter will now contain Committee news as well as the usual 
information/topics, discussions and updates, however if you have something in 
particular of interest or importance feel free to let me or a Committee member know 
and we will do our best to include your items too.  
 
Please find below details of the first FMFC Committee meeting held in Jan 2017. As 
you will see from the detail below a vast amount was covered by the committee team 
in the first  2 hour slot, a big thanks from myself for a fantastic effort by those who 
attended to assist the club this year so Early on.  
 
I have also added a couple of items that we ran out of time discussing and also 
some information I think would have been in the newsletter this month, apologies for 
such a detailed bulletin/committee update this month (this could be on record as the 
longest FMFC newsletter yet).     
 
              ………………………………………………………………..     

 
Committee meeting Wednesday 7pm 11th Jan 2016 Green Park Centre 

 
Attendees :  
Chairman - Arty Fisher.  Secretary  - Derek Bradford. 
Treasurer -  Tam Dodds. Safety Officer - Jamie Richards. 
Committee Members; Alex Munro, Graham Robertson, David Macleod. 
        
Organisation 

 The new committee met for the first time and settled nicely in to the format of 
the new style meeting with a fairly large agenda. It was highlighted that 
providing guidance and making sensible steps forward would be the general 
idea, keeping safety in mind at all times.  

 From time to time the club needs to liaise with Geordie regarding the field, 
contact or discussions regarding the field should ideally be made through 
John Wilson or Garry Barr as this follows on from how we have liaised before, 
however approval needs to be sought through the committee. As per the 
clubs constitution ”Individual members cannot commit the club to any action 
without first gaining the approval of the committee”. Any suggestions or 
improvements should be sent firstly to the new club mailbox (see 
communications) where suggestions will be considered/discussed by the 
committee at the following quarterly committee meeting or earlier if required. 
Other committee members do have contact with Geordie (e.g. Tam and Arty 
for fee payment etc.) however all actions will be discussed by the committee 
prior to contact, to ensure Geordie is liaised with professionally.     
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Communications 

 A new mailbox has been set up chairman@fmfc.org.uk Suggestions or issues 
can now be raised with the committee through this mailbox (including 
proposals to change the constitution etc. for AGM’s). If you wish to raise items 
then please take time to draft your communication clearly and include any 
spreadsheets, plans or documents as this will save time when the committee 
looks at any in-coming mail (unclear proposals or suggestions will be returned 
for clarification).    

 A new Facebook page has been set up however this will be migrated to a 
Facebook page which runs from the new mailbox email account. Once this is 
up and running I will let you all know. In the meantime keep following/posting 
to current page Falkirk Model Flying Club.       

 The Club Website is looking good http://www.fmfc.org.uk/ thanks to Alex 
McEwan for keeping this up to date. If anyone wishes anything added (e.g. 
photos) then send them in to the mailbox and I will forward to Alex. There will 
possibly be a few new documents added or tidied up shortly, these changes 
will be brought to the members attention so we all know to have a look once 
they are on the web site.  

  
Safety 

 Safety is always an interesting topic as all it takes is someone to do 
something and we all are then concerned. We have elected Jamie to be our 
safety officer and as such need to listen to his wise words. Of course we are 
in theory all safety officers so feel to look out for others and help others, 
contact Jamie or mail the mailbox if you have concerns on any safety aspect. 
Guidance can be found in many places, there are however some things that 
are just not sensible to do. Below as a reminder, are the committee’s top 9 for 
this quarter (these safety guidelines are either already in the Clubs 
constitution, FMFC welcome to the club rules/hand-out or in the SAA 
guidance). 

 
1. Do not take off or land if anyone is on or crossing the strip. 
2. Ask pilots for permission to take off or land before you fly. 
3. Call clearly, Taking off, Landing, Crossing, Dead stick. 
4. Do not take off or launch anything behind the Pilots who are flying. 
5. Do not fly behind the flight line/Pilots Stance e.g. behind yourself as you look 

at the strip or near buildings e.g. Geordies farm house/buildings (SAA Safety 
Code - “No model should be permitted to fly behind the pilots stance”). 

6. Restrain your plane in the pit area at all times if the IC engine is running or 
you plug in the battery (SAA Safety code - “treat an electric model like an IC 
one if the battery has been connected”). 

7. Retreat to the Pilots stance after take-off as soon as possible. 
8. Don’t tune engines at head height close to other members. “It is essential that 

other people remain behind and are a safe distance from the propeller” (at 
least 5 meters away). 

9. For FPV Flying a spotter is required at all times. Drone type aircraft should 
ideally fly over the main strip and follow the club rules laid down for fixed wing 
and helicopter models.   

 
 

mailto:chairman@fmfc.org.uk
https://www.facebook.com/Falkirk-Model-Flying-Club-1806271119619816/
http://www.fmfc.org.uk/
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 The club currently has a “Welcome to the Club” (WTTC) hand out and the 
Club constitution. The committee will be working on updating these 
documents to bring them in to align with current day SAA guidance to keep 
members safe. Derek will be taking forward the WTTC hand out and looking 
at a new members pack. The committee’s top 9 safety points will be 
incorporated to this. The WTTC hand out will be circulated once updated so 
we can all continue to make FMFC a safe place to fly. I am also sure that our 
safety officer Jamie would appreciate members keeping their knowledge up to 
date with the clubs safety guidance.    

 If there are any first aiders in the club please let me know, if you have a first 
aid kit in your car that is available to use if someone is hurt then let me know. 
However as a general rule it was felt that members should carry their own first 
aid type box, as administering first aid is not a situation normal members wish 
to get themselves involved in, only fully trained first aiders should assist any 
accident.   

 
Field Maintenance 

 From time to time we need to cut the grass, therefore who does it and when. 
Alex Munro is the main man (thanks Alex) but sometimes we need a backup. 
We have three additional (trained) grass cutting key holders, who hold a key 
for both the shed and the grass cutter (Garry, Graham and John). Alex 
normally cuts/rolls the grass every week or less if the grass is short. If Alex is 
unable to cut/roll the grass or there are any grass issues we should be able to 
look for cover from the other key holders to ensure the grass is kept in order.  

 Alex will be looking at the field layout, whether we can cut a bigger cross strip, 
 and ensuring we can see the pilot’s stance area and pits. Ideally the grass 
 should be cut Monday to Friday leaving weekends free to fly, however if 
 weather only allows cutting at the weekend this should be done (where 
 reasonably possible) before 11 am as weekends are prime flying time. If you 
 have any field/grass suggestions or issues again you can email the mailbox 
 and these will be passed on to Alex and the committee.    

 From the AGM a suggestion was made to put hard core down at the entrance 
to the field. The committee discussed this for some time. John Wilson has 
liaised with Geordie and agreement was given but where do we go from here. 
There were also a number of additional ideas put forward by members since 
beginning to discuss improvements for 2017. After some good discussions 
around options/funding and what is achievable the committee has decided 
that Alex will be taking the lead on field improvements that consist of, laying 
hard core down at the entrance to the field to make a suitable entrance, 
replacing the gate, tidying up the area (e.g. remove the old items left from last 
year), providing a bag of soil/sand throughout the year for hole filling. Not 
mentioned (sorry guys I forgot) was a hole that is on the strip out to the left, 
hopefully Alex can look at this too and we can fix this as its quite deep (thanks 
to Alex for agreeing taking all this forward).The cost of these improvements 
will be met from the club funds although to keep costs down Alex will be 
looking for volunteers to assist with this work and contribution’s e.g. does 
anyone have materials available. If you wish to help ask Alex/email the 
mailbox, however we still have three winter club meetings left so Alex will be 
in touch with you at these meetings to keep us all involved. 
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 A further improvement is under way to the reeds between the strip and the 
trees and in the field where we fly. Gary is funding and has agreement form 
Geordie to spray the reeds and as such improving the field area. Any 
improvements to the field which will help keep the animals off it and grazing 
somewhere else I’m sure is welcomed. This work will be notified to the 
members as spraying will occur. The animals will also be off the field for a 
week after this, it is all agreed with Geordie and will make a great 
improvement (Thanks to Garry for funding and taking this forward).  

 The topic of disabled parking was also raised at the AGM 2016, however due 
to time constraints at the committee meeting (2 hours) the committee did not 
discuss this item. Until the committee meets again (in three months’ time) I felt 
I would take the opportunity in this newsletter/brief to outline a sensible club 
position (below) feel free to raise this again at the next Committee meeting if 
further discussion is required.  Although there are a number of members with 
mobility restrictions, it is not possible to provide a permanent disabled parking 
area since we are parking in a field with no markings. Where possible if space 
at the gate/entrance can be left clear, then that would be appreciated by those 
who have mobility restrictions, however this can only be accommodated on a 
first come basis by those with restrictions.     

 
Documentation 

 Near the end of the meeting (as we were running out of time) a short 
conversation took place about the question raised at the AGM 2016 regarding 
new potential members having a flight before joining. A short time was spent 
discussing this topic as guidance for both the new committee and the 
membership would be helpful to clarify the process.  

 For new potential (never flown) members, the committee needs notified 
(unless they turn up on the day) as an instructor needs appointed to assist 
any flight they are considering. The instructor should have a minimum 
certification of a Bronze and a buddy box system to the model is required. A 
record of the visitors name, instructors name and time and date should be 
recorded. This process allows the SAA insurance to cover the Instructor/new 
potential member for any mishaps for up to three visits to the flying club. If this 
process is not followed then there is no alternative but for the new potential 
member to take out SAA insurance on the day (Myself, Derek or Tam can 
provide SAA  insurance on the day). For club fee purposes, at present we 
allow a couple of visits before joining the club is required (no one is permitted 
to fly without being covered by insurance). For guests, please see the clubs 
constitution (section 13) and for new joining members who can fly, a 
committee member will need to check their level of ability, if they have no 
certification after joining and before flying solo.  

 There was also a short discussion on whether the club feels it needs training 
instructors, therefore please let me know if you are interested in becoming a 
club instructor. We have noted on the club website that we have no one 
vetted for Child Protection for Aeromodelling. For young joiners an Instructor 
should be disclosure checked through the SAA (as they pick up the disclosure 
cost) this can also be arranged if necessary, so an instructor can train all 
ages. More guidance can be found in the club constitution (see section 17 and 
following a link from this section on the clubs web page).      
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Events 

 Many clubs have training and testing weekends, last year Peter mentioned 
that Ian Nicol was happy to help us train and test members. I also have an 
examiner/Vice Chair from West Calder (Bill Anderson). Bill is happy to visit 
one Saturday and help train and then test for Bronze certificates. If anyone 
wishes to consider training and testing either speak to one of the committee 
members or email the mailbox. Once we have at least 5 members interested 
the committee can consider arranging an event.  

 
And Finally ………………..(bedtime reading over…Phew !!) 
 
Action Points 

1. New Mailbox  - Arty - Monitor and feedback next Committee Meeting. 
2. Face Book Page - Arty - Migrate to new email/administrators. 
3. Club Web Site - Alex McEwan - Await WTTC doc update. 
4. Welcome to the Club (WTTC) - Derek - improve//update document. 
5. New Members Pack - Derek - Construct Pack/clerical membership form. 
6. AGM 2016 Minutes - Derek/Arty - to be issued shortly.   
7. Grass cutting/rolling - Alex Munro - Maintain field or advise for backup. 
8. Grass cutting/rolling - Alex Munro - consider pilots stance and cross strip 

cutting. 
9. Entrance Improvement - Alex Munro - take the lead on entrance improvement. 
10. Reed/Rushes Spraying - Garry - update committee when commencement 

due.  
 
 
 
Models are fun: Arty (Chairman FMFC) 

            


